GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract
AIS-IFS - Professional Skill Up-gradation Course (PSUC) for IFS Officers promoted from State Forest Service - Sanction to Sri.S Sun IFS and Sri.A.P Sunil Babu IFS - Orders issued.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (AIS - C) DEPARTMENT
G.O.(Rt)No.7393/2018/GAD Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 13/11/2018


ORDER
Sanction is accorded to Sri.S Sun IFS, Deputy Conservator of Forests (Research) South I and Sri.A.P Sunil Babu IFS, Divisional Forest Officer, Thenmala for attending the 32nd Professional Skill Up-gradation Course (PSUC) organized by IGNFA, Dehradun from 12th November 2018 to 19th January 2019.
2. To and fro journey of the officers to Dehradun in eligible means/class of transport is also sanctioned.

(By order of the Governor)
M C VALSALAKUMARAN
ADDITIONAL SECRETARY

To:
Sri.S Sun IFS, Deputy Conservator of Forests (Research) South I
Sri.A.P Sunil Babu IFS, Divisional Forest Officer, Thenmala
(Through PCCF & Head of Forest Force)
The Principal Accountant General (Audit/A&E), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Head of Forest Force, Kerala, Forest Headquarters, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Director, Indira Gandhi National Forest Academy, P.O.New Forest, Dehradun 248006.
The Web and New Media, I&PR D.
Copy to:
The Chief Principal Secretary to Chief Minister.
The Private Secretary to Minister (Forest).
The Special Secretary to Chief Secretary.
The P.A to the Principal Secretary (Forest & Wildlife).
The P.A. to Additional Secretary (AIS- A & C) Departments.
Stock File/Office Copy.
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